Zetastar Torch Height Controller supports two different control methods.
Control A.
This method provides three signals for controlling the torch height, these signals are Torch ON, Torch Up and
Torch Down. This method is most commonly used in DIY CNC Plasma systems and it requires a computer with
a suitable control software (such as LinuxCNC).
Control B.
This method combines the computer’s Pulse Direction signal with the Zetastar’s Pulse Direction signal for
making height adjustments.
Priority is given to the computer’s Pulse Direction interface when Plasma unit is disabled.
When Plasma unit is enabled Zetastar takes over the control over the Pulse Direction signal.
OSCILLATION the oscillation parameter defines the output frequency for the Z-axis motor driver. Operator
can configure the desired speed of the Z-axis stepper motor by entering the Oscillation value.
Setting OSC value to zero switches Zetastar to the method A control. A non-zero value enables method B.
HYSTERESIS this parameter defines the no-operation range (no THC operation). The no-operation range is
the total of the Limit value plus/minus the Hysteresis value.See image1.
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PIERCE DELAY Thicker material may require additional time to pierce at the beginning of the cut. Once the material is pierced,
CNC computer can resume the G-Code execution. To pause the execution until torch is ready to cut Torch ON signal can be used.
Zetastar calculates the delay based on the Pierce Delay value, and after the delay Torch ON output is enabled.
STABILIZATION Shapes the control outputs according to a timing base.
After the Plasma voltage is measured, the THC calculates the active output value to achieve better stabilization of the torch, truncating
any up or down signal according to the timing base. See image2.
LOWCUT Normally the plasma voltage during a cut is in the range of 100V-130V. Some plasma units may have a lower level
voltage even when idle. Lowcut parameter will disable torch heigh control at these voltage levels.
HIGHCUT Plasma voltage make spike during transition from the arc enable to arc disable state.
To avoid torch heigh adjustment in this condition the maximum desired voltage can be set.
TEST SEQUENCE An up/down torch sequence verifies the correct installation and wiring of Zetastar with the additional equipment
such breakout board, personal computer, etc.
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